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III' 
Flyln~ 

Ifylnlus a 
brlaht object 

SUnset. We are 
fairly reliable 

don't know a planet 
in the ground. But that's 

As a matter of fact, during 
world wars a good number of 

rounds of ammunition were wasted on 
Venus, because all sides thought it was a 
spy device of the enemy. 

SO ME TIME AGO, in a Dayton news
paper, I came across a column 

entided "By George." A reader had 
written in: "Dear George, , am looking 
for proof that Unidentified Flying 
Objects exist. Somebody said that you 
had information on this matter. Do 
Unidentified Flying Objects exist? And 
what, exactly, are they?" It was signed 
simply "Student" 

One fifth of all UFO reports do meet 
the stringent criteria of unexplainability 
within the present scientific framework. 
It's these reports that I am going to be 
discussing. I would like to define them 
as reports, fitting the general pattern, 
which remain unexplained even after 
severe technical scrutiny. In other 
words, it's only those that really remain 
unidentified after thorough investi
gation that are eligible to be called 
UFOs. 

I was hired by the Air Force way 
back in 1948 when I was teaching 
astronomy at Ohio State University. 
The Air Force needed an astronomer to 
help them weed out those reports that 
could logically be explained as astra-

The answer came back: "Dear 
Student, Unidentified Flying Objects do 
exist. Obviously, if we knew what they 
were, they would no longer be Un

identified Flying Objects. They would 
be Identified Flying Objects. Think, 
man, think." Signed "George." 

There is a great deal to that. The 
incontrovertible fact is that UFO 

reports do exist. They exist all over the 

world; it's a global phenomenon. And 

the reports fit fairly definite patterns. 

It's a popular misconception that they 

are all a matter of imagination. 
Actually, if they were a matter of 

tion only, I would say that 

are using their imaginations 

nomical in nature- meteors, twinkling 
stars, bright planets and so forth. I 

found that of all the reports submitted, 
about one third could be explained as 

astronomical in nature. It's surprising 

how untutored people are, in general, 

about what can be seen in the sky. Now, 

although that's where my particular area 

of involvement ended, I was, 

nonetheless, naturally curious. There is 

another area, another third of all reports 

that are non-astronomical in nature, but 

suggestive of other explanations, 

balloons, aircraft, and flares, for 

example. Then, there's the remaining 

with no evident 
of these, lack 

an explanation. 
with a report that says 

lady who got up to go to 
;;at two O'clock in the 

saw a light out the Window? 
there's nothing you can do about 

It. But there ilre other cases, Where you 
un do something, where evidence is at 
hand or where there is indeed an op
portunity for investigation. About 
twenty percent of all reports fall into 
this category: "Evidence Offered 
Suggests No Explanation." 

Now that twenty percent is some
what at variance with what the official 
Air Force public releases would say. 
They maintained that they explained all 
but three percent. Then they indulged 
in some very interesting circular 
reasoning. They argued that since only 
three percent remained unexplained, if 
they tried harder, they could also, un
doubtedly, explain that three percent. 
They completed their argument by 
pointing out that since they knew that, 
why try? Not exactly a scientific 
approach. 

Their statistics were a travesty. For 
instance, a sergeant would usually clas
sify the reports, sometimes as "probable 
balloons." At other times, if an obiect 
had a light, well, aircraft have lights. 
Therefore, "possible aircraft." At the 
end of the year, when the-statistics were 
compiled, those little telltale important 
words, "probable" and "possible" were 
dropped. 

When I remonstrated with them, 
they said. "We can't have a lot of 
categories. After all, there's no such 
thing as a possible balloon. It's either a 
balloon or it isn't." The military mind is 
rather interesting in that way. Webster, 
you know, gives three definitions of 
intelligence-human, animal and 
military. 

The fact remains that twenty percent 

of the reports received remained un

explained. And the percentage has 

remained about the same up to today. 

When you read about a UFO in the 

paper or you talk with someone who 

says he has seen one, even today, the 

chances are four out of five that he has 
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hundreds of 
of trYln, sauce,., that 

IFOs not UFOs. The 
Who toolc one photolTaph Were 

ho~est enough to say they didn't see the 

obJect when they took the photo b 

~en they got it back from the c~m~: 
rugstore, 10 and behold, there it Was 

And camer:a
s don't lie, you know. Bu~ 

close examination of the photo showed 

tha~ the saucer is nothing more than a 

COnIcal Wall lamp, and the' glow under_ 

neath, a reflection on a wall. When the 

P~otographer set the camera down, it 

clicked again, and the camera photo

graphed the only bright object in the 

room, namely a wall lamp. 

Another photo that appeared in 

newspapers all OVer the cOuntry as a 

photo of genuine flYing saucers, really 

amoUnted to nothing more than a time 

eXPOSure of the rising crescent moon 
and Venus. 

Still another-that nearly appeared in 

a prominent national magazine, 

although I Was fortunate in being able 

to stop it in the nick of time-turned 
out to be the moon. 

Another man sent me a photo of a 

lenticular cloUd. I had a lot of trOUble 

with him. He insisted that it was really a 

flying saucer and not a cloUd. Finally, 

after a lot of correspondence, I con

vinced him that it was a cloud. But he 

wasn't going to give up so easily. He 

came right back and said, "Yes, but the 

flying saucer is inside." 

These examples of natural 

phenomena being mistaken for UFOs 

lead me to my next point. They 

represent one of several factors that 

combine to make the subject of UFOs 

unpalatable to the scientific fraternity. , 

can't really blame the scientific frater-

Identified Flying Objects 

nity. First of all, they are busy with 

their own work. Furthermore, when 

faced with incredible tales, they know 

that four fifths of them are explainable, 

and that the field has also attracted a 

remarkable number of kooks and crack

pots Who espOuse the subject because it 

fulfills some inner psychological need. 

Faced with all this, many scientists 

simply ridicule the entire matter, even 

Weird as they may seem, the objects here pictured are all easily explained by J. Allen HYnek. 

(Top) The bright light hanging over the top of the hill is really the glow from an ordinary lamp; 

the photo, an accidental double exposure. (Middle) It may lOOk like a lineup of UFOs, but It', 

really a time expOSure of the riSing crescent moon and Venus. (Bottom) An ordinary lentlcul.r 

cloud can 'ook quite out of the ordInary to an untrained observer. 
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~plied is 
: Are these the sort 
testimony would be 

• in a court of law under any 
Circumstances? Generally, I've 
that they would be. When you 

hav.e air traffic controllers, pilots, 
pohcemen, school teachers, public offi
~~Is, and just good, solid, respected 
Citizens ":porting strange things, you 
have a chOice. You can call them all liars 
or crazy, as I did for quite a few years. 
Or you can say that they merely have 
experienced a phenomenon for which 
they have no reference point, rather like 
an Australian aborigine reporting a 747 
back to his tribe, and not being 
believed. 

So the crux of the matter is to ask: 
Did what these solid citizens report as 
happening indeed happen? 

UFO witnesses do not seem to 
represent any particular class in society. 
You can't say that any particular eco
nomic, educational or social level is 
UFO-prone. There seems to be a pretty 
good cross section of people in general. 
Yet it is disturbing that occasionally one 

across a UFO-prone person who 
otherwise quite sane. The frequency 
sightings is way above chance. MosUy 

persons are apt to be psychically 
to have had paranormal ex
One person I know, who is in 

of quality control for an 
company, has told me of 

100 UFO sightings. I doubt that all 
these were aircrafts and planets. But 
md large UFO witnesses represent a 

section of society, and they are 
in the habit of experiencing para-

but 
way, 

reported 
to putmout 

Into six basic 
to look at each of 

by cilin. lust a few of 
l'eSl'"tlt/ve. reports thBt are quite 

Nocturnal Lights 

The characteristics of nocturnal 
lights,. qUite. simply, are that their 
behaviOr-traJectory and dynamics-is 
not explainable in terms of a satellite 
~entry, a missile, a lighted balloon, an 
curcr:-ft, and so forth. Only When all 
possible explanations fail can they be 
~I~sified as noctumal lights. One such 
inCident OCcurred outside of Fargo, 
North Dakota. I investigated it 
personally. In fact, almost any case I 
speak of I have investigated personally. I 
don't like to speak from hearsay, news
paper reports, or magazine accounts. I 
went to Fargo to interview the people 
who photographed the light It had 
happened on a cold, clear night in 
February. Two young men, Who hap
pened to be equipped with a Polaroid 
camera, were returning to Fargo when 
from the middle of a snow-covered 
com-stubbled field, there arose a glow: 
ing, nearly spherical "object" which 
rose rapidly upward. Two pictures were 
taken of the light as it rose from the 
field into the sky, where it just 
disappeared. 

Daylight Discs 

The second category is what I call 
Daylight Discs. Over the past twenty
five years, we've had many reports of 
these. They've consistently been 
reported in the same general form. The 
term "flying saucers" really is traceable 
to this phenomenon. I have hundreds of 
photos of daylight discs, but a photo
graph is no better than the person who 
gives it to you. All you can say is that 
you have been unable to prove that the 
photograph is a fake. A case which I 
investigated quite thoroughly occurred 
sixty-five miles southwest of Calgary, in 
Canada. Three prospectors were coming 

home, and one of them h 
have if camera, loaded with a~pe~d t~ 
pack. We got hold of both 1m, In hIS 
and the original 0 the camera 
both negatIVe, and we had 

analY~ed in detail The 0 

question that th 0 • re IS no 
a real image. N:~m~ron the photo is 
lid I ' ling garbage can 

s cou d give you a real image too b 
the likelihOOd f ' ut 
mOl 0 SOmeone sixty-five 

I es south.~est of Calgary, in bru~ 
country~ sailing garbage pail covers in 
the sky IS rather small. 

I went to Calgary, hired a small plane 
and ~ew o~er the area to satisfy myself 
that It was mdeed brush COuntry. It was. 
!he enlargement of that photo 
dlust~ates a shape that has been 
described to me many, many times Over. 

One of the questions I always ask 
when investigating a report is this' 
"What common object that you migh~ 
find around the house would most 
closely resemble what you saw in 
general shape and appearance?" I get 
some very interesting answers. 

A nurse from Central Wisconsin said 
"Well, you know those saucers that kid; 
ride down the hill on? Take two of 
those, put one on top the other, with a 
separator, and that's as close as I could 
describe it" 

A man in Massachusetts said it 
looked I ike a silvery hamburger 
sandwich with the meat sticking out 
from the edges. 

Daylight discs are reported to some
times approach the ground, but they 
generally do not land. Instead, they 
hover a few feet above the ground, 
sometimes making a humming sound. 
Apparently, if there is any intelligence 
behind these discs, it knows something 
about the inertial properties of matter 
that we don't. These things are reported 
to behave in a seeming defiance of 
gravity. 

We've received a few reports, not 
many, in which a large object, sort of 
torpedo-shaped, will come along. Gener
ally it tips up vertically a bit, and from 
its end will come an entire group of 
saucers that will fly around the country
side, then rejoin the larger object, which 
will then move off. So help me, this has 
been reported-in one case, witnessed 
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itT4enttlfltMi flying Objects 

10 ...... of ""' mOlt sever. scrutiny, th .... photo ..... pr.sent 

Ihe una ..... ....,I .. (Top Left) A prospector sn~pped this 

photo of • daY""'t disc-better known U ~ flyins ~ucer-6S 
m .... -u. .. 1ISt of C~lpry In C~n~da. (Bottom Left) An 

""nob 'arm .. lfe's renderin. of what she ~d her child .... n 

-. (Below) A YQr ~.o. In SUkatchew~n, this eleven.foot. 

IlI1Ilameter rln. WU photogrophed at the Site of ~ repOrted 

UFO landln.. (Bottom Riaht) A nocturn~1 light photo. 
Inphed Over ~ North D.ko~ field . 
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of 
thit I hiVe 

tnc:otlll'lletrs. All clOSe 
Ilqctly thil A person 

UFO Within SUch i close 
t h. Would really hive to be 

to mistake Venus for ..... hit he 
In a ..... t sho ..... of imaainition I 

UFOs en
r''vi_~c:ases.. let me 

few YeirS iIIO, I 
i~~~~IWUh~~ 

divided dose encounters Into three 
cateaories and I've called them close 
encounters of the first kind of the 
5eCOnd kind, and of the third ki~d. 

In close enCOUnters of the first kind 
there is no inte~ction with the environ-. 
ment. The Witnesses experience the 
UFO in close proXimity, and that's 
about it. One such report was Wfth the ~ AusnJian 

Intefff&ence. They were quite 
: :In:lent:sted in the UFO subjeet. Well 

thoroughly investigated by a friend of 
mine who grew up in the small town in 
cen~1 IllinOis, where the sighting 
OCCUrred. He had known this family for 
some twenty Years. 

\When the fonnaI conferenc:e w~ over' 
the Deputy Direc;tor lOt me Uide and 
told me about his UFO experience. Th~t 
happens so many times. People won't 
mention Iheir experiences PUblicly, but 
in PrMre they'll tell aU ibout it. He said 
tlMt he had been tJyfnl one ~ and 
beautiful ni"lt when he noticed, off to 
his left win, tip, a ~ther brilliant 
obJe¢ He told me that he was not 
~t to Cllf the tower because he felt 
he would probably be called in to see 
the hNd-shrinker and aiwn a month's 
rest Without pay. But when he noticed 
Ihere was I 5OCOnd object off to his 
rl"'t willi tip, he decided that he had 
better con~ct the tower. So musterin, 
all of the "coo," that he could, he Clfled 
In lI1d lSIced if there was any other 
trlfflc; In his lIN. The inSWer came 
blclc, "Yes. There are two other c~ft. 

The story is that the woman was in 
the kitchen When the kids came running 
in yellin& "Marna, Mama, there's some
thing funny gOing on." So she walked 
OUtside, and indeed, there was a silvery, 
football-sh~ped ,object fairly close to the 
ground. They said it just missed the 
bam as it moved at about twenty miles 
an hour. It was silent. It moved across 
the field, ~nd stopped over a grove of 
trees, hovered there ilently, then 
ascended vertically straight up. Each of 
the children and the mother drew pic
tures of what the object looked like. 
The mother included a haze around the 
object; and this is not unusual. We've 
h~d reports that the UFO develops a 
sort of plasma or cloud around it; 
sometimes this cloud becom so dense 
th~t it obscures th object, and th n, 

In fact, you ire the middle blip. II He 
told me, "You know, , could ha 
kJssed those rldar IVY$. " 

W rec:ently lOt I report from 

th entire cloud just disappe~rs as 
though It re lOin, into another 
dimen ion. I y "lS thoulh. II It 
di ppears rither like the cheshire cat in 
AIIc~ In Wonderlond. 

Mmco Oly thlt I pilot flu hid 
similar ~ It hm't been 
~stipted yet; it>s still I report. And' 
hNr throuah the anpevin that there sim'" inddent at Wright 

non. this is somothln, we would 
muc;h like to in tip But ft's 

t any ~te, thlt' In e ample of 
close encounter of the first kind. No 
photoanph re taken; no residue 
left; nolhinl there thlt could be 
studied fier the fKl 

Close enCOunters of th 
are Very interestin ' e seCond kind 
that the ' g, they aJ'e the ones 
In fact, .;e~er IS SludYing particularly. 
Reave a small grant from the 
s~~arch, Corp~ration of America to 
the: thIS !>artlcul,ar kind of UFO, In 

Qses, some Interaction does tak 
place bet~een the UFO and the enviro: 
ment, eIther animate Or inan ' 
Now ~ I mate. 
I • or an example. This is inCredible 

warn you. But essentially. I am aCtin~ 
as i reporter for What hiS been told me 
an~ what I hiVe studied; the decision is 
entirely Yours as to ..... hat you think 
about this. 

It happened last SePtember in 
Saskatche ..... an. The Center is eVen 
turning OUt a full technical report on 
this ~ When ..... e first heard about it, 
the WItness, a rumer, indicated thit he 
had been ~ping his crop. This made him 
seem to me a ~ther unreliible son of 
witness. But it turned out that there is 
something known as rapesee<f trop. He 
was swathing it with a tractor, mowing 
it down. He got to about fifty feel of 
the edge of the field, looked up, and 
saw what at first he thought was i duc 
blind. 

Now I have to take a moment here to 
make an observation. Time after time, 
people, and particularly PSYchologists, 
will say to me: "Hynek, ifter all, 
people see what they want to see. They 
will project and deliberatel see what 
they Want to see." I ha to simpl say 
that that has not been m experience. 
The better the witness, the more tech
nically trained, the more he tries to 
explain his experience to himself at 
first. It h~pens so often that I eoten 

de loped a term for it, "escalation of 
hypothesis. .. The 'II sa , .. t first I 
thought it was an airplane;" or to t first 
I thought it ~ ~Ioon;" or ~ du 
blind. 

Sa 
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to OUr sixth UFO 
nCOunters of the third 
are cases In which 

or creatures are repOrted 
I want to stress the fact that I'v~ 

never seen one myself, and I'm not 
quite sure What I Would do if I d'd B 
th t: ii, ut 

e act s that they are reported W 

had been matted 
direction. When 

there about i week later 
were still quite evident. ' 

now have thousands of SUch repor~ i~ 
OUr files at the Center. All we need are 
the . funds to do some good pattern 
studies. 

One such inCident OCCurred in New 
Hampshire last year. When a man went 
outside ~o investigate a strange light, he 
called hiS dog-a vicious dog, we know 
that from personal experience-he saw 
that the light was coming from two 

w, ~t do you do about in event 
suc:h as that? It was reported to the 
scientific bu~u in Ottawa. ind the 
scientists there, without eYen looking at 
the pictures, Siid thit it undoubtedly 
was fungus. That is characteristic of in 
entire attitude. Scientists, who should 
be curious about strange things, all too 
often grab at the hindiest nearby label 
iIKf paste it on such phenomena, 
assuming that the Problem is thus neatly 
solved. 

There ire many other stories, minY 
similar. Sometimes the objects leave 
markings on the ground. In this par_ 
ticular case, when we took Simples of 
the ring soil, it would not accept water. 
It was absolutely hydrophobic, ind 
looked quite different from the rest of 
the soil. At Oak Ridge they have kindly 
examined it with a 250,000 power 
electron microscope ind found rather 
interestin& long crystalline spindles, 
needles, in the soil. The surrounding soil 
was also examined ind not a trace of 
the crystalline spindles was present. 

There ire also many cases of 
encounters of the second kind where 
animals ire affected. In fact, in some 
cases the witnesses tell me that the first 
sign they had of something strange going 

was the effect on an anima'-a cat 
begins to bat his head against the 

s1ringe creatures who were picking up 
rocks, and putting them into a bag. The 
dog rushed out at these two, got half 
way there, stopped, his hair stood on 
end, and he came whimpering back. 

Another example of close encounters 
of the third kind led me to New GUinea 
two years ago to investigate the report, 
even though it had occurred some time 
ago. I was intrigued by this case, and 
since I was going around the world 
anyway, I stopped at Port Moresby and 
took a little mission plane to a place 
called Raba Raba which means "far, far 
away." Then, I traveled to the little 
mission, where the sighting occurred, in 
an outrigger. I was able to interrogate 
six of the witnesses through an 
interpreter, and I went to Melbourne to 
talk with Father GiI/, a missionary who 
had witnessed the incident as well. 

Father GiI/, a very methodical Angli
can priest, laconic and unexcitable, was 
in his study when one of the natives 
came running in to say that something 
strange was outside. Since Father Gill 
had been making notes, he calmly took 
his notebook and pencil, went outside, 
and took notes of the entire event, 
including specific times, down to the 
minute. I have a copy of those notes. 

.. In OUr \.;aped convers . 
'" w~ watched it, men at'on, he "'Y ~ . 

the oblect and came OUt from 
It, on, What see~~:t:e~ on the top of 
of thiS huge disc Th a deck on top 
in all, and ther~'s ere were fOur men 
figures Were huma~o dOUbt that the 
seemed to be do· ,Two of them 
tenter of the de~~g ;~meth ing near the 
ally bend· 'ey were occasion_ 

h 109 ~ver and raiSing their arms 
as _ tough adJusting or setting up some-
thm~, One figure seemed to be standin 
looking down at us Th g, 
d ' ere were about a 
ozen of us at the time, I stretched m 

arm ~bove my head and waved, T 0 ou~ 
surpr~se, the figure did the same 
Anamas waved both arms Over his head 
and then th~ two Outside figures did the 
same. Anamas and I began waving OUr 
arms, and all four seemed to wave back 
There seemed to be no dOUbt that ou; 
~v~ments were answered. All the 
miSSion boys made audible gasps. After 
a further two or three minutes, the 
figures apparently lost interest in us for 
they disappeared below deck. At 6: 25 
p.m., two figures reappeared to carry on 
with whatever they were doing before 
the interruption." 

Well, I've had long conversations 
with Father Gill and I simply cannot 
find anything to besmirch his character, 
He's solid; the other witnesses are solid, 
And furthermore, this is only one case, 
there are hundreds of others, 

I've looked rather quickly at those 
six basic categories. But now, let's ask 
ourselves what bold departures, what 
quantum jumps in our present concepts 
are necessary to encompass the most 
often reported characteristics? If we 
now assume-and to me it's not a big 
assumption-that there is indeed some
thing to the content of these reports; 
how would we fashion a hypothesis to 
encompass these things that have been 
reported? 

One thing that would have to be 
incorporated i!l a call for a different 
understanding of gravitation and how to 
manipulate it, something we don't have. 
Another is an understanding of space 
and time, and how to manipulate them, 
also something we don't have. ~till 
another is the ability to immobilize 
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of 
IOmethina 

the PSYchic 
They mllht even 

down objects or 
In the television series 
~y very well be some 

H!I"ifesltinl something physi-
B from point A Without 

. of tnversing physically 
point A to point B. I don't have 

the ~SWer. I do know that we must 
continue OUr study. 

on 
f'Plrfnc:iDles from OUrs 

Now "m often asked if these UFOs 
do represent intelligence from else
where, why don't they contact us? Why 
don't they land on the White House 
lawn? Why don't they land en masse 
during half time at the Rose Bowl 
game? Well, in science, of Course, you 
find out what the facts are and not what 
you Want the facts to be. The fact is, 
upon examination, you find that the 
close encounter cases usually happen in 
isolated regions where there are no 
inhabitants. They just don't land in 

between the two 
are forbidden. But just 

binsitions in physics are .'y forbidden but merely have a 
muc:h lower Probability of OCCUrrence, 
so perhaps there are occas;ons where the 
barrier between the two WOrlds is let 
down temporarily, and we can have 
UFO experiences. This. of course, 

would very neat/y answer the question: 
Where is the UFO now that was sighted 
last night? 

downtown CinCinnati, or downtown 
Brooklyn. 

Well, do we have to resort to such 
hypotheses? I have to say that 
hypotheses fully acceptable to the 
American Physical Society just won't 
do. They will not "gee" with the things 

that are reported any more than 
classical mechanics was able to explain 
atomic spectra, forCing us to call upon a 
new physics. What we must do, of 

course, is continue the study. Suppose 
we had asked Benjamin Franklin what 

made the sun shine. Ben might have 
offered all sorts of answers, one of 

which would probably have been: "I 
jus t don't know." But how could he 

possibly have thought that the sun was a 

nuclear energy device? When we con

side r that there are stars that are 

perhaps millions of years older than the 

For a long while I thought that we 
could just sweep all of this under the 
carpet and say that it all had to be 
nonsense. That it couldn't be anything 
more. But I have been literally driven to 
the other conclUsion. 

Let me say this: suppose-remember 
now, I'm saying suppose; I'm not 
speaking as an astronomer now. This is 
pure science fiction- but suppose that in 
a mil/ion years NASA gets smart enough 

to explore another solar system, and 
they find a civilization on some planet 
that is similar to what ours was in 

Olarlemagne's time, about 800 A.D. We 

would be smart enough, I think, to 

recognize the possibility of cultural 

shock. If we were to suddenly pepper 

them with sophisticated gadgetry and 

advanced accouterments the cultural 

shock might be tremendously bad. We 

of ind to ,hll"~ II hundred,year 
We mi OCtnnaloon Or OlCClimitiLa_ 

lnlice Bht Condition them ,lOWly 
SO lhai~rOtnces, and do strange thin~ 
used to ~e ~oPle WOuld gradually get 
on S., e Wouldn't land en mas!oe 

the While House lawn, so to speak 
~t We s~rely Wouldn't travel the grea~ 
~Istance Involved to do prankish things 
hk~ stopping cars and frightenin 
animals. It WOuld make no sense g 

, I.t could be that we are bei'ng con
~It.'oned. These rePOrted strange 
inCidents iun COuld be a part of SOme 
OVerall purpose. As I said, this is science 
fiction. But I have Often tOyed w'th th 
idea. I at 

I'm a little like the guy in Dragnet 
who says, "All we Want are the facts 
ma'am." And I, at least, am not read~ 
to adopt any clear hYPOthesis. As I tell 
my students at Northwestern, "If you 
know the answer in advance, it's not 
research." And th is is a research 
problem. Now it could be that all the 
creature cases are pranks. But I Would 
have to ask why they seem to OCCur 
only in isolated areas, Where the chances 
of confrontation are small. Time 
and time and time again, the person 
happens Upon them purely by chance, 
while going down a lonely road and so 
forth. And the common reported action 
of the creatures is to get the hell out of 
there, to get in their craft and get away. 

I recognize your queries and your 
wondermen t. I ndeed I share them. And 
I just don't know the answers. 

I feel that I'm a little like a traveler 
Who has been to exotic lands, and upon 
returning feels an obligation to tell the 
people at home something about the 
customs of the natives. Some of the 
stories may sound incredible. But they 
are, I assure you, the facts. ~ 

The Center for UFO Studies is a 
not-for-profit scientific and educational 
organization. The Center is supported 
totally by tax-deductible contributions. 
To report a sighting, or to receive litera. 
ture about the Center for UFO StUdies 
and lists of public education material, 
write to the Center at P.O. Box 11, 
Northfield, Illinois 60093. Telephone: 
(312) 491·1810. 
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